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**Can There Be a Fourth Great Wave of AIDS Activism?**
Original article in *Huffington Post* about the “fourth wave” concept, by panelist Raymond Smith:

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/raymond-a-smith-phd/can-there-be-a-fourth-great-wave-of-aids-activism_b_4171233.html

**HIV Prevention, Young Gay Men of Color and the Fourth Wave of HIV Activism**
Article on *The Body.com* building on the new surge of HIV prevention activism, by panelist Mathew Rodriguez:


**Global HIV/AIDS Politics, Policy, and Activism: Persistent Challenges & Emerging Issues**
Three-volume bookset (Praeger, 2013) was edited by panelist Raymond Smith, and including two chapters by panelists Jeff Maskovsky and Raymond Smith (with co-authors):

- *Social Movement Responses to HIV/AIDS in the United States and Globally: Intersecting Chronological, Strategic and Health Movement Frames*
  by Raymond A. Smith, Richard G. Parker, Jonathan Garcia, and Robert H. Remien
- *Diversifying AIDS Activism: Lessons Learned from ACT UP/Philadelphia*
  Jeff Maskovsky


**Drugs into Bodies: Global AIDS Treatment Activism**
Book on the first three waves of AIDS activism (co-authored by panelist Raymond Smith and Patricia Siplon; Praeger, 2006)

**Fighting For Our Lives: New York’s AIDS Community and the Politics of Disease**
Book on the first two waves of AIDS activism in NYC (authored by panel co-organizer Susan Chambré; Rutgers University Press, 2006)